"I stake my hopes in 1972 in large part on the energy, the wisdom and the conscience of young Americans."

OPEN LETTER TO THE STUDENTS OF NEW YORK STATE

In a very few days the American people will select either Richard Nixon or myself to be President for the next four years. Yet many people have grown suspicious of government and are Guarded in politics that they believe the choice doesn't make any difference.

We are wrong, it makes a difference to the people of Southeast Asia. For there is a difference between four more years of ruthless bombing, burning villages and terrorized children and an immediate and to these scenes of horror.

It makes a difference in our priorness of war the difference between four more years of agonizing captivity and the freedom that will come only when this war is finally drawn.

Unfortunately, it no longer makes any difference to the 20,000 American soldiers who have returned from this madness not in glory, but in death, since Richard Nixon took office on a pledge of peace. For them his secret plan for peace will remain a secret always.

And it makes a difference to all of us who look to the Supreme Court for open student testimonials and other evidence to be used in the case of	waterman's personal and sincerequest for tenure.

I am asking for your help in these final days. Without it I cannot win.

I stake my life on this issue.

To work at SONY Albany call: 463-7224.
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Chow: Torch to Represent Students

by Alice Kolar

Most folks think of the Editor-in-Chief of Torch as "the Torch". He is, as he should be, the face and voice of the Torch as a student publication. His opinion and actions can represent the students in many ways. For this year's Torch, he is the only person that can answer the question: What is Torch? This year, the central theme of Torch was decided on by the students, and this year, the central theme of Torch was "catch up with enough Lime to he was able to speak to the views and ideas for this year's SUNYA yearbook. He is concerned. His purpose in this year's "Torch" is to provide a platform for the students to express their ideas and opinions. Thus, school began, but work will continue. Uyudanl tax...
SUNYA Administration Drags Feet on Ambulance

On Tenure, Parking and Mohawk - Administration Deaf & Dumb

Environmental Bond Basically Local Assistance

"No" to Prop. 1 Expensive Error

Communications

A Bastion of Discontent

Grassroots' News 'Blatant Deception'

Communications

The Albany Student Press welcomes and invites its readers. Communications should be opinionated and contain the writer's name and address on the page. The columnist may not write a guest column before his or her column appears in the previous issue. The student editor reserves the right to screen communications.
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The McG Machine:

McGovern workers were canvasing voters in New Hampshire in the snows of February, mistaking the cold for discomfort. Now it is more social service than political campaign. The McGovern workers are the McGovern volunteers, and the McGovern workers are everywhere this week, spreading a message of hope and change from door to door.

Gus Hall

Fric President
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Where Did Reality Go?

Robert Dwyer

Surprisingly, the barriers of illusion, division, and self-deception are high and steep, and the steady march forward seems to be one of retreat. But the reality is that America today is perhaps the most fully realized democracy in the world. It is a society of great diversity and opportunity, and its people are more free than ever before.

The Gallup Poll, recently announced that it found "the American Democratic Party to be the strongest political force in the nation." This is a fact worth bearing in mind as we approach the 1972 election.

The reality of the Gallup Poll is not just that its findings are "very important," but that the findings are "very accurate." The Gallup Poll has repeatedly shown that the American people are more free than ever before.

And then there is the reality of the Nixon campaign. Both the Gallup Poll and the National Election Study have shown that Nixon is ahead in the polls. But this is not enough. The Gallup Poll has shown that Nixon is ahead by a point margin, 59 percent to 36 percent.

The Gallup Poll has found that Nixon is ahead by a point margin, 59 percent to 36 percent.

And of course, "Nixon" has made headlines with Red China, "Vietnam," and "Watergate." But Nixon has not forgotten the lesson of the Watergate scandal.

In fact, Nixon has said that he will not run for a second term if the Watergate scandal is not fully resolved. Nixon is a man of principle, and he will not allow the Watergate scandal to overshadow his own record.
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The Brew

診断 a rock piece show
Friday and Saturday Night
9:30-2 am
$1.50 admission incl. 1 beer or 1 glass of wine

SOUL TO SOUL

Kasino 16,000 500 watt sound system
THE BETTER TO HEAR IT WITH
WE'LL BLOW THE WALLS OUT
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view/comment/preview/comment/p

Young View of Washington

The Men Behind Nixon

Gay Consciousness Raising:

Shouting Won't Help
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WSUA '640

This Week:

Sunday Nov. 5

UCB Cosnt: Mary Evans and Jim Dawson in a Harvest concert, at 9 pm in the Gym. Tickets: $3.50 w/out; $4.00 w/in. General Admission.

University Singers: first performance of the season, conducted by Tamara Brooks at 8 pm in the PAC Recital Hall.

Bennett's Cafe: featuring "Hey Ray" the Rehearsal Experimental Arts Group, Dada art and environmental theater at 9 pm, 101 Madison Avenue (between Ontario and the Cap).

---

Movie Timetable

On Campus

IFG

Decine Festival

Mar 17: "Harry Pottery" 7:30 pm

Dec 24: "Billy Budd" 7:30 pm

Mar 25: "The Exorcist" 7:30 pm

Tower

Monday Night Film Series

Mar 17: "The Great Gatsby" 7:30 pm

Mar 25: "The Great Gatsby" 7:30 pm

SunYU Cinema

Double Feature

"Tarzan the Ape Man" and "Tarzan the Untamed" 7:30 pm

SUNY Cinema

Double Feature

"Tarzan the Ape Man" and "Tarzan the Untamed" 7:30 pm

Off Campus

HSU

Helmsen (459-5300)

Monday Night Film Series

Mar 17: "Fantasia" 5:30 pm

Mar 25: "The Great Gatsby" 7:30 pm

Colby Center (23720)

"Fancy Gay" Frick Hall 6:45, 9:15

Toyama (283-5519)

"In the Heat of the Night" 7:30, 9:30

SunYU Cinema

"Mmm, You're Mmm, You're Mmm, You're Mmm..." 7:30 pm

SunYU Cinema

"Marvin's Room" 7:30 pm

---

CJs: America's First TV Series

Spotted: the new "The Dick Van Dyke Show" at 8:30 pm on CBS. The show stars Dick Van Dyke as the star of a television show. The network is going to the extreme length of using a real star to try to sell a new show.

---

Sports Schedule:

Saturday, Nov. 6 at 1:40 pm

Albany vs. Siena

---

Monday, Nov. 3

City Center Acting Co: Richard Sheridin's "The School for Scandal" at 8:30 pm in the PAC Main Theatre. Tickets: $10.00 w/out; $10.00 w/in. General Admission.

---
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This Weekend—Julliard Theater

Bill Morris

As someone who has seen the genuine accordion virtuoso, my reaction was one of surprise. I was not prepared for the sheer inventiveness of his music. The rhythm and melody were so captivating that I found it difficult to concentrate on anything else. It was a thrilling experience that I will never forget. This weekend, Julliard Theater is hosting a special event featuring the legendary accordion player. The show promises to be a musical feast for the senses. Don't miss this opportunity to witness the magic of accordion music in person. - Bill Morris

“Soul-to-Soul”

Kevin Darrah

When I reviewed the recent concert, I was struck by the beauty and depth of the experience. The performers were truly extraordinary, and their playing was filled with emotion and grace. The audience was captivated from beginning to end, and the atmosphere was one of complete immersion in the music. It was a truly memorable event that I will always cherish. I highly recommend attending future concerts to experience this level of artistry. - Kevin Darrah

Poet Gary Snyder to Speak Here

Gary Snyder, author of several volumes of poetry and a major figure in the Beat Generation, will be the guest speaker at an event to be held this weekend. The event is sponsored by the Julliard Theater and is open to the public. Snyder's poetry is known for its wild and electric way of seeing the world, and his message of environmental stewardship and social justice resonates even today. His work has inspired generations of artists and activists, and his ideas continue to influence the creative community. Don't miss this opportunity to hear one of America's most compelling and influential voices. - Gary Snyder

A Tribute to the Ballet Maya

by Elizabeth Jones

An offering was made to the gods and goddesses of the ancient Maya to open the evening at the Julliard Theater. The performance was a stunning display of color, movement, and sound, evoking the rich cultural heritage of the Maya people. The dancers moved gracefully, their movements synchronized with the music, creating a mesmerizing experience for the audience. The evening concluded with a heartfelt thanksgiving to the gods and goddesses for the gift of life and the opportunity to witness such a beautiful and timeless art form. - Elizabeth Jones

Dadaists to Play at Baxter's

by Bob Johnson

Dada was born in Berlin in 1919, and its influence has spread far and wide. The Dadaists were a group of artists and writers who sought to challenge the norms of society and to create a new art form that was free from traditional constraints. They were known for their use of collage, assemblage, and other techniques to create works that were intended to be disturbing and thought-provoking. The Dadaists were also known for their use of humor and satire to criticize the Establishment. The Dadaists to Play at Baxter's event is a chance to see some of the most exciting modern artists working today. Don't miss this opportunity to experience the cutting-edge of contemporary art. - Bob Johnson

The “Jazz Set”

by Bob Johnson

Jazz music has a rich history that spans over a century, and it continues to evolve and thrive today. The “Jazz Set” event is a celebration of the vibrant and diverse world of jazz music. The lineup features some of the most accomplished and influential musicians working in the genre today. This is a unique opportunity to experience the power and beauty of jazz music firsthand. Come and join us for a night of music, dance, and celebration. - Bob Johnson

Capital Hill Concert

An evening of classic songs will be performed by the Julliard Theater. The concert features a lineup of some of the most beloved and iconic songs from the world of classic music. The performers include some of the most accomplished vocalists and instrumentalists currently working in the genre. This is a must-see event for music lovers of all ages. Don't miss your chance to hear these timeless classics performed live. - Bob Johnson
The SX-424 is the perfect control unit for your hi-fi set SX-424 50 WATT AM-FM STEREO RECEIVER

Come in and hear the fabulous sound of this all-in-one TOP SENSITIVITY AND WATTS. ITS GOT LOTS OF ECONOMY TRACK FEATURES.

- OVERSIZE TUNING METER
- IT HAS AN EXTRA WIDE TUNING GAIN WITH AN OVERSIZE TUNING METER
- IT'S GOT FEAT S IN THE FM FRONT END FOR TOP SENSITIVITY AND SELECTIVITY.
- SO HAVE I. LET'S TURN OFF THE LIGHTS.
- IT'S NOT WORKING. LET'S TURN OFF THE LIGHTS.
- YEAH.
- ISN'T THAT THE NEW GREAT SOUNCING PIONEER SX-424 RECEIVER?
- THAT'S RIGHT.
- FOR A $179.95 RECEIVER WITH NO WARTS, IT'S GOT LOT S OF FEATURES!
- SO HAVE YOU. LET'S TURN OFF THE LIGHTS.
- ALL YOU EVER WANT IS SEX. GIVE ME A REASON YOU CAN'T TURN ON THE HI-FI.

$179.95

PIONEER NEW SX-424 50 WATT AM-FM STEREO RECEIVER

Visit Any Or All Of Our Six Stores - Located To Serve You!
Are Students for McGovern in Consensus?

Diane M. Cyganovich

Students for McGovern, the student political organization at SUNYA, have been in disagreement over the campaign's strategy and tactics. While some members support the campaign's pacifist stance and call for a boycott of the election, others believe that a more active approach is necessary to increase turnout and support for McGovern.

An interview with a student activist from Students for McGovern revealed the depth of the分歧 among members. "We need to be more aggressive," one activist said. "Our campaign is underfunded and we have to find ways to reach more people." Another student commented, "I don't see how we can win without appealing to the public." The disagreement continues as the campaign faces the challenge of mobilizing a larger voter base.

The campaign leaders at SUNYA believe that the key to success is engaging students in the democratic process. "We need to make political issues relevant to students," said one leader. "We can't just talk about the candidates, we have to discuss the issues that matter to them." The leaders are working to organize events and seminars that will draw students into the political conversation.

In the meantime, the campaign continues to struggle with the question of how to best utilize its resources. While some members favor a more traditional approach, others believe that a more innovative strategy is needed. The campaign is currently considering the use of social media and other digital tools to reach out to students.

The future of Students for McGovern remains uncertain as the campaign faces the challenge of finding a consensus on strategy. The leaders hope that by engaging students in the political process, they can build a stronger base of support for McGovern and create a more active political atmosphere on campus.

The campaign's goal is to increase student turnout and encourage a greater level of political engagement. As the campaign leaders work to find a consensus on strategy, they remain committed to the principles of the McGovern campaign and the importance of democratic participation.
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The Killer Weed

Lackluster Pups Drop Pair

by Sierra K. Katz

The Albany State I-V football team

t hose to a 21-14 loss to the

a dominant 28-7 win. The day

started out sunny, but by half

the game, the skies had turned

gray and the rain began. The

game continued in this form,

nly the score and the final

results. The Albany State team

played their best game of the

season.

The Albany State team

had the ball for the entire

game, but they couldn't

convert it into points. The

team was unable to keep the

ball out of their own

territory and were forced to

kick the ball away.

The Union Huskies took over

after the punt and drove down

the field to score a touchdown

in the second quarter. They

scored again in the third

quarter to put the game out of

reach for the Albany State

team.

The Union Huskies dominated

the game from start to finish,

but the Albany State team

showed great heart and

resilience in their effort to

come back and win.

by Matthew Robert

Believe it or not, despite the fact that the first-round upset by Albany State against the Louisville Cardinals, the University of Connecticut has a good chance to win the American Athletic Conference title.

The Huskies are currently in first place with a 10-2 record, while the Cardinals are just behind in second place with an 8-4 record. However, the Huskies have played a much tougher schedule and have faced several top teams in the conference.

In order to win the conference, the Huskies will need to win their remaining three games against Army, Temple, and UConn. They will also need some help from other teams in the conference.
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Soccer Tourney Here

The First University Center Women's Soccer Tournament will be held on November 14 and 15 at Albany State High School. The tournament will feature four teams, including the University of Connecticut, the University of Florida, the University of Miami, and the University of Pennsylvania.

The tournament will begin on Friday, November 14, with the University of Connecticut facing the University of Florida and the University of Miami playing the University of Pennsylvania. The winners of these games will advance to the championship game on Saturday, November 15, with the top two teams.

The championship game will be held at 1:00 p.m., with the winner taking home the title and a cash prize of $1,000. The losers will receive $500 for second place.

Tickets for the tournament will be sold at the door and are priced at $5 for adults and $3 for students and children. All proceeds will go to the Albany State Women's Soccer Program.
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Grid Picks
by the Blonde Bombshell

NEW YORK—Twice in 1972, he's had an opportunity to get in touch—but failed to respond. This time, after a 6-1 drubbing at Freehold, Hufnagel's heart would be in distress if he couldn't have the New York Giants get an easy one to enough.; to

against SUNYA fencers and top

Namath, if he gets blocking,

clubs) Current third national

Oak­

woman fencer and participant in

is looking for a championship

BURGH-A battle for the top

DENVER vs. NEW YORK-If

WASHINGTON vs. JETS-

CHICAGO vs. DETROIT-
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WELLS & COVERLY'S NEW SHOP
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When this campus was first being planned over a decade ago, the idea of accommodating the extra 14,000 students as an enlarged downtown campus was considered. But problems inherent in purchasing the small tracts of land that would be required forced the University fathers to build elsewhere.

Mr. Tisdale responded, "First of all, we were all big boys. Some of us who worked on it, and we knew damn well what the complications were in Albany. But I think the fund drive that was carried on by the University is an indication of the feeling that there was a need for a new campus. There was 3,000 full time students of which 1,200 new graduates. The present plans call a breakdown of 375-375 students to grow students, with a gradual shift toward professors."

Mr. Tisdale said in effect that it all boiled down to economic factors. He continued that "We were told by the University in relation to its present location, in the Central Business District, that it is not feasible as it is. There's not enough room to warrant a decision except for those areas that we now used."

What of the parking lots which are under heated debate right now? Mr. Tisdale said in effect that "I'm afraid of asserting ourselves to that extent. The reason I'm doing it...is warranted by the same reason that Albany and Schenectady...are, we are already better than they were before. As for the other side of the issue...there are no plans."

As for the often heard statement that Albany State was never intended for a southern campus, Mr. Tisdale said in effect that "We don't think Student Association purposes won't be fulfilled until the organization of SA. The Court's purpose isn't to interfere with the students and that great big student. It's to sit as a Supreme Court..."

Richard Nixon flashes smile after greatest landslide victory in U.S. history.

Environmental Bond Gains Approval
Story Page 6

A Krupskak Victory
Highlights Local Races;
Straton, Kelleher Win
Story Page 4

Nixon Carries Forty-nine
President Grabs
521 Electoral Votes
Story Page 3

Ticket Splitting Keeps
Democrats In Control
Of Congress
Story Page 5
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